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An Alternative Proposition
The relative risk of growth options and assets in place varies over business cycles:
• Expansions: β Growth Option > β Assets in Place 
The Value Anomaly
If β Growth Option > β Assets in Place , rationalizing the value anomaly is tricky.
The inequality does not necessarily hold in Berk, Green, and Naik (1999).
The inequality holds in Gomes, Kogan, and Zhang (2003):
• Value firms have higher equity duration than growth firms.
• Inconsistent with Dechow, Sloan, and Soliman (2004) .
The inequality holds in Carlson, Fisher, and Giammarino (2004, JF) :
• Value firms have higher operating leverage than growth firms.
• Weak empirical support: Xing and Zhang (2004).
Xing and Zhang (2004) The model implies that value firms have higher growth options.
Counterintuitive.
A Potential Extension
The Q-theory is qualitatively consistent with the value, payout, and SEO anomalies -Zhang (2004, "Anomalies").
Abel, Dixit, Eberly, and Pindyck (1996) -The Q-and real options theories both
give the correct answers, but real options approach add option-interpretations. The CFG-mechanism on SEO-underperformance still works because the expansion option is riskier in good times when investing is important.
